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Abstract: The low-temperature water–gas shift reaction (LTS: CO + H2O ⇌ CO2 + H2) is a key step 
in the purification of H2 reformate streams that feed H2 fuel cells. Supported gold catalysts were 
originally identified as being active for this reaction twenty years ago, and since then, considerable 
advances have been made in the synthesis and characterisation of these catalysts. In this review, we 
identify and evaluate the progress towards solving the most important challenge in this research 
area: the development of robust, highly active catalysts that do not deactivate on-stream under 
realistic reaction conditions. 
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1. Introduction and Scope of Review 
The production of pure hydrogen gas streams is of the upmost importance for the development 
and implementation of renewable energy solutions based on proton-exchange membrane fuel cells 
(PEMFCs). The low-temperature water–gas shift reaction (LTS: CO + H2O ⇌ CO2 + H2) has been 
identified as a key reaction step in reducing the concentration of carbon monoxide in reformate 
streams [1–5]. The LTS reaction is of particular interest for this application as it generates one mole 
of H2 for every mole of CO that is removed. The reaction is moderately exothermic; therefore, the 
highest equilibrium conversion is achieved at lower temperatures. In order for a PEMFC to operate 
efficiently, the CO concentration must be reduced to ppm levels [6] to prevent poisoning of the Pt 
electrodes. The CO concentration in the reformate is initially reduced using the high-temperature 
water–gas shift reaction (HTS) at 300–450 °C, which takes advantage of a higher reaction rate at elevated 
temperatures. The gas stream is then fed into LTS reactor (200–300 °C), where the CO concentration 
must be lowered to ~1%. Finally, the remaining CO is oxidised in a preferential oxidation of CO (PROX) 
reactor before the remaining trace CO impurities are removed and the H2 is separated for use in the fuel 
cell. CO methanation is also sometimes used for the final purification step, as it offers some advantages 
from the point of view of process integration, despite consuming some H2 in the process. A summary 
of the hydrogen purification process is presented below in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Summary of hydrogen purification process illustrating the role of the low-temperature 
water–gas shift (LTS) reaction in generating pure hydrogen for proton-exchange membrane fuel cells 
(PEMFCs). 
Current industrial catalysts for this process are based on Cu/ZnO and are typically used to feed 
NH3 synthesis plants. While stable on-stream, they are less intrinsically active at lower temperature 
for the LTS reaction than noble metal catalysts [7]. Additionally, these catalysts must be carefully 
reduced prior to reaction and are pyrophoric once activated. Furthermore, Cu/ZnO catalysts typically 
require low space velocities, which would not be suitable for portable applications [8]. Although there 
have been significant developments in the performance and understanding of this catalyst in recent 
years, much attention has been directed towards supported precious metal catalysts, because of their 
superior low temperature activity and better suitability to localised applications. 
Exhaustive reviews on gold-catalysed LTS can be found elsewhere, which cover all aspects of 
research in this field since the first discoveries. A noteworthy contribution [9] covers the entirety of this 
field from 1996 to 2014. This review aims to evaluate the recent advances in the field of LTS catalysis 
using gold. Specifically, the most active catalysts are discussed, but with special consideration of their 
stability. Furthermore, the recent contributions from computational and fundamental research are 
also discussed. 
2. Monometallic Catalysts 
2.1. Gold Supported on Reducible Supports 
The first report of a gold catalyst for the LTS reaction on Au/α-Fe2O3 was by Andreeva et al. [10] 
in 1996. The high activity of Au/Fe2O3 was partly ascribed to the reducibility of Fe3+ to Fe 2+, which 
enables the activation of water on the surface, a step that is commonly reported as the rate-
determining step over gold catalysts. In contrast, Au/TiO2 is inactive at low temperatures because of 
the diminished reducibility of the support [11]. After it was recognised that reducible supports were 
important for active LTS catalysts and that the water–gas shift reaction proceeded in automotive 
catalysis, CeO2-based catalysts were extensively studied. Typically metals such as Pt, Pd, Rh, Ni, Cu, 
and Au were investigated [12–15]. Au/CeO2 emerged as the most active of these at low temperatures 
and has since been the focus of the majority of gold-catalysed LTS investigations. The addition of Au 
to CeO2 was found to promote the surface reduction of the metal oxide, enabling H2 spillover and the 
formation of oxygen vacancies that could activate water and thus facilitate the LTS reaction, but the 
adsorption strength of CO on the Au surface is also a key explanation for why it is so active [16]. 
Although active, Au/CeO2 was found to be unstable, especially compared with conventional 
Cu/ZnO catalysts. Initial investigations into the deactivation mechanism of Au/CeO2 revealed that a 
number of different processes could be relevant, including the accumulation of surface carbonates 
[17], over-reduction of the support [16,17], and Au particle agglomeration [18]. Recently, Behm and 
co-workers carried out a time-resolved operando X-ray absorption spectroscopy and diffuse-
reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) study to follow the changes that occur 
to the Au species during the LTS reaction in the presence of CO and H2O at 180 °C [19]. The 
investigation revealed the sensitivity of the catalyst to different pre-treatments and identified sub-
nanometre Au0 nanoparticles as the active species. The co-ordination number of Au throughout the 
reaction did not change and while Auδ+ was also stable during the reaction, it was found that Au3+ 
species were short-lived under the reaction conditions. These observations enabled the exclusion of 
particle agglomeration and oxidation/reduction of the catalyst as contributors to the deactivation 
mechanism. The accumulation of carbonates was reported to be the primary deactivation mechanism 
based on DRIFTS measurements, supported by the observation that the catalyst could be regenerated 
following heat-treatment in O2 at 400 °C. 
Hardacre and co-workers reported that the addition of Zr to Ce to form a mixed metal oxide 
support, CeZrO4, resulted in a remarkable increase in catalytic activity compared with Au/CeO2 [20]. 
Figure 2 illustrates the activity of the catalyst compared with that of the other supported Au catalysts. 
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In situ extended X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy indicated that the active species in 
Au/CeZrO4 was small metallic Au nanoparticles, consistent with previous reports that studied 
Au/CeO2. The introduction of Zr to Ce forms a highly defective mixed metal oxide that provides a 
high concentration of oxygen defect sites, which have two functions; namely to stabilise well-
dispersed Au species and to provide sites for water activation. 
 
Figure 2. LTS activity of 2 wt% Au/CeZrO4 (), 0.2 wt% Au/CeZrO4 (), 2% Au/CeO2 (), 2% Au/TiO2 
(), and 2% Pt/CeO2 (). LTS reaction conditions: 2.0% CO, 2.5% CO2, 7.5% H2O, and 8.1% H2 in N2. 
Full line shows equilibrium conversion. Reprinted with permission from the authors of [20]. 
Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society. 
As with the Au/CeO2 catalyst, Au/CeZrO4 is susceptible to rapid deactivation under reaction 
conditions [21,22]. Goguet et al. published a model for the deactivation mechanism using a 
combination of in situ XPS, in situ CO-DRIFTS, and density functional theory  (DFT) calculations [21]. 
Interestingly, in contrast to Au/CeO2, it was found that the accumulation of carbonates was not 
prevalent on the Au/CeZrO4 catalyst. It was proposed that under reaction conditions, specifically in 
the presence of high concentrations of water, the gold nanoparticles de-wetted from the support and 
changed from hemi-spherical to spherical. This significantly reduced the metal–support interface—
the proposed active site in this system. A recent investigation into the deactivation mechanism using 
stop-start STEM and XPS found evidence for particle agglomeration during the reaction, suggesting 
that the loss of active sites through the sintering of Au was the primary deactivation mechanism [23]. 
It was recently demonstrated that the LTS reaction could be catalysed over Au/CeZrO4 using a 
non-thermal plasma (NTP) rather than through thermo-catalytic activation. The catalyst exhibited 
remarkably high activity under the NTP at close to room temperature—thermal contributions from 
the catalyst were accounted for and did not significantly contribute to the observed activity. It was 
concluded that under the NTP conditions, water was activated in the gas-phase [24]. Such unconventional 
methods of catalyst activation could be utilised to overcome thermodynamic limitations, as well as 
potentially stabilise the catalyst, as deactivation rates typically increase with reaction temperature. 
Moreover, the observation that water is activated in the gas-phase has serious implications for catalyst 
design; no longer does a reducible support need to be present to activate water. A support such as 
carbon, which can stabilise atomically-dispersed gold at 200 °C [25], could anchor well-dispersed, 
sub-nm Au species and form a stable catalyst. Despite the low reaction temperature, the catalyst still 
deactivated rapidly, losing ca. 55% of its activity after 36 h on-stream, which is similar to the stability 
of a conventional Au/CeZrO4 catalyst at 150 °C. The authors observed some particle agglomeration 
based on pre- and post-reaction STEM, which suggests that the deactivation mechanism of the 
thermally activated and NTP activated catalysts are similar [23]. 
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The addition of Zr to Ce represents one of the most effective modifications to Au/CeO2, but there 
are numerous other elements that have been used to form a mixed metal oxide as a support for the 
LTS reaction. These include Al [26,27], Fe [28,29], rare earth metals (La, Sm, Gd, Yb, Y) [30,31], Ga 
[32], and Sn [33]. Reina et al. [28] reported the activity and stability of iron-promoted Au/CeO2/Al2O3. 
Although comparisons with similar supported gold catalysts were not made, the long-term stability 
of the catalyst was promising; although the catalyst lost ca. 17% of its initial activity in the first 60 h 
of operation under a realistic reformate stream (9% CO, 11% CO2, 30% H2O, 50% H2), it maintained 
this conversion over the next 80 h on-stream. It should be noted that the reaction was carried out at 
330 °C, which is a much higher reaction temperature than typically reported for similar catalysts. 
Although the Au particle sizes were mostly under 5 nm (evidenced by the absence of XRD 
reflections), the actual particle size distribution was not reported, so it is likely that the nanoparticle 
size was larger than that of the most active catalysts discussed in this review. The deactivation 
mechanism in this case was reported to be over-reduction of the support, and the enhancement in 
stability arose from the promotional effect of iron oxide to prevent over-reduction. ZnO was also 
reported to promote Au/CeO2/Al2O3 catalysts in a similar manner to the Fe-promoted Au/CeO2/Al2O3 
[3]. The use of alumina to support the active Au/CeO2–Fe2O3 component likely contributed to the 
stability and while the use of such refractory oxides is long-established in industrial LTS catalysts 
[34], it has not been extensively evaluated in gold catalysts. Indeed, there only a handful of reports 
that draw on the stability of industrial Cu-ZnO catalysts as a starting point for developing novel 
precious metal supported catalysts. Recently, Santos et al. showed that Au/Cu-ZnO-Al2O3 were active 
for the LTS reaction without any activation steps [35]. The catalyst exhibited good on-stream stability 
at 230 °C, although the catalysts were not compared with conventional supported gold catalysts. The 
role of the Au in this context was to facilitate in situ reduction of Cu species to activate the Cu-ZnO 
component of the catalyst, likely through a hydrogen spillover mechanism. In a similar study, Santos 
et al. showed that Au/Cu-ZnO-Al2O3 exhibited good stability under start-up/shutdown cycles, an 
important experiment that involves the heating and cooling of the reactor to induce condensation of 
water on the catalyst bed [36]. While this is often overlooked as a means of catalyst evaluation, it 
represents one of the most effect methods of assessing the stability of LTS catalysts for portable 
applications. Interestingly, in a comparison of gold-promoted Cu/Al2O3 catalysts, it was found that 
the addition of CeO2 significantly enhanced the start-up/shutdown stability of the catalyst [36,37]. 
After four cycles, the Au/Cu-Al catalyst exhibited approximately 75% of its initial activity, whereas 
the CeO2-containing catalyst maintained its initial activity. Unfortunately, investigating the origin of 
the catalyst stability was beyond the scope of this work, but such an investigation would be of great 
interest to the catalyst community. In fact, the deactivation mechanism under start-up/shutdown 
conditions has not been thoroughly investigated. 
The morphology of CeO2 has also been studied, which includes reports on nanorods [38,39] and 
mesoporous CeO2 [40]. Ta et al. [39] reported that Au/CeO2 nanorods exhibit enhanced stability 
during the LTS reaction (and CO oxidation), losing only ~6% conversion over 40 h on-stream. The 
mechanism of stabilisation was also studied using environmental TEM (ETEM) and it was concluded 
that 2 nm Au nanoparticles were strongly anchored because of their intimate contact with the support 
oxygen vacancies, which formed a buried interface with the Au nanoparticle. On the other hand, the 
authors also reported that particle agglomeration occurred on sub-nm Au species during the reaction; 
such species could be highly active and stabilising these species would be the ultimate goal. While 
the overall stability is promising, the reaction feed consisted of 3% CO and 9% H2O/N2; it has been 
shown that the reaction feed, in particular the concentration of H2O and CO2, can strongly affect catalyst 
stability [21]. Additionally, reversible deactivation through over-reduction has been previously 
observed in Au/CeO2 catalysts [17]. A realistic reformate stream would contain a high concentration of 
H2, as well as CO2, so it is unclear if similar catalyst stability would be observed under these conditions. 
In recent years, a new class of heterogeneous catalysts has emerged: atomically-dispersed 
supported metal catalysts. These have been reported to catalyse a number of reactions, including CO 
oxidation and the LTS reaction, and are of interest for many reasons, not least because of their efficient 
use of precious metal. Flytzani-Stephanopoulos and co-workers were the first to clearly demonstrate 
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the activity of atomically-dispersed Au on various reducible supports. In a recent conspectus, 
Flytzani-Stephanopoulos summarised the evidence for the active site of Au catalysts being 
atomically-dispered Au in the LTS reaction [41]. Using a cyanide leaching method (CN− leaching), 
the removal of metallic Au species was achieved, leaving only cationic, atomically-dispersed Au on 
the support. Figure 3 summarises the activity of various supported Au catalysts, after CN− leaching. 
The correlation in this Arrhenius plot strongly suggests a common active site, suggested to be Au–
Ox(OH)-S site, where S is the support. However, it is extremely difficult to prove that only atomically-
dispersed species are the active site, and the stability of these species under LTS reaction conditions 
is known to be short-lived [20,23]. Therefore, excluding the contribution from oligomers, clusters, 
and other sub-nm species is difficult. 
   
Figure 3. Turnover frequency of various cyanide leached Au catalysts prepared by deposition-
precipitation (DP) or UV-assisted DP (UV). Eleven percent CO, 26% H2O, 7% CO2, 26% H2, He. The 
numbers represent the weight percentage of Au in each sample. Reprinted with permission from the 
authors of [41]. Copyright American Chemical Society 2014. 
2.2. Gold Supported on Non-Reducible Supports 
It is generally accepted that reducible supports are a pre-requisite for an active LTS catalyst, 
because of their facility to activate water. Non-reducible supports such as carbon, Al2O3, and SiO2, in 
contrast to CeO2 or Fe2O3, cannot participate in the reaction in this way, and thus are much less active [42–
44]. However, this convention has recently been challenged by the discovery of active LTS catalysts 
that do not rely on reducible metal oxide supports. 
Flytzani-Stephanopoulos and co-workers reported that atomically-dispersed Au, supported on 
MCM-41 or potassium-Linde type L (KLTL) zeolite and promoted by Na or K ions, catalysed the LTS 
reaction [45]. The active site was reported to exist as ensembles of Au–O–OHx–Na or Au–O–OHx–K, 
and the intrinsic activity was measured to be the same as other atomically-dispersed Au catalysts, 
regardless of the reducibility of the support. Although direct comparisons were not made between 
this catalyst and the conventional Au/CeO2-based catalysts, the significance of this work was the 
discovery that the activation of water could be achieved without a reducible support, using abundant 
elements such as Na or K. Furthermore, it confirmed that atomically-dispersed Au species, thought 
to co-exist with nanoparticles on conventional catalysts, were catalytically active for the LTS reaction. 
Additionally, despite some deactivation over 100 h on-stream in a realistic reformate mixture, the 
Au-K/KLTL catalyst retained ca. 77% of its initial activity. 
Transition metal carbides have been identified as having similar properties as platinum group 
metals [46–48], although their application as a support in catalysis has been limited compared with 
metal oxides. Ribeiro and co-workers first reported that Pt, Au, Pd, and Ni supported on Mo2C were 
4–8 times more active per surface area than the commercial Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst at 120 °C. The 
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active site was concluded to be the same as that of conventional Au/CeO2 catalysts, that is, the metal–
support interface. Ma and co-workers recently discovered that the phase and structure of the Mo2C 
was crucial to high catalytic activity. In the initial report from Ribeiro and co-workers, β-Mo2C was 
used as the support. However, when α-MoC was used, the activity of the resultant supported Au 
catalyst was dramatically improved. The origin of the high catalytic activity was concluded to be the 
facile activation of water, which was observed at temperatures as low as 303 K. The initial activity of 
2% Au/α-MoC represents one of, if not the most, active LTS catalyst reported to date, although the 
on-stream stability is poor; after 100 h on-stream, the catalyst retained only 60% of its initial activity. 
In a similar study that demonstrated one of the first reports of strong-metal support interaction 
(SMSI) between metals and non-oxides, Dong et al. showed that Au/MoCx could be formed after 
treatment of Au/MoO3 with CH4/H2 at 700 °C [49]. The authors demonstrated that the Au/MoCx 
catalyst could undergo reversible aggregation–redistribution processes upon cycled calcination–
carbonization treatment only, and the Au/MoCx exhibited high activity for the LTS reaction (Figure 
4). However, it lost 20% of its original activity in the first 4 h on-stream at 180 °C in a feed containing 
3% CO and 10% H2O. Although the catalyst could be regenerated in 20% CH4/H2 at 600 °C, its 
feasibility in fuel cell application is clearly limited by this regeneration step. SMSI effects on oxide-
supported Au nanoparticles have only been recently demonstrated [50]; previously, it was thought 
that the work function and surface energy of Au were too low [51]. Au/TiO2 catalysts were prepared 
by deposition–precipitation and after the SMSI effect was induced through chemical reduction at 
elevated temperature, the catalyst exhibited enhanced on-stream stability during CO oxidation. 
Although this catalyst would not be expected to be active for the LTS reaction, if a similar SMSI effect 
could be achieved on Fe2O3 or CeO2, an active and stable LTS catalyst could be the result. 
 
Figure 4. Summary of the reversibility of the Au/MoO3 (left) and Au/MoCx (right) phases, showing 
the difference in dispersion (top) and catalyst activity (bottom) in the low-temperature water-gas shift 
reaction (LT-WGS). Adapted with permission from the authors of [49]. Copyright 2018 American 
Chemical Society. SMSI—strong-metal support interaction. 
Li and co-workers recently reported that it was possible to create oxygen vacancies on the 
surface of ZrO2 by etching the oxygen with hydrogen. When gold was supported on this modified 
ZrO2, it was active for the LTS reaction [52]. Typically, Au/ZrO2 exhibits poor LTS activity and even 
when promoted by sulfating the support, the resultant catalyst does not compete with catalysts 
supported on reducible metal oxides. This etching technique was successfully applied to 
conventionally prepared TiO2 [53] and TiO2 nanoribbons [54]. The enhancement in catalytic activity 
upon the introduction of oxygen vacancies is further evidence of the importance of the efficient 
activation of water and illustrates why non-reducible oxide supports typically exhibit low activity. 
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3. Bimetallic Catalysts 
Despite the high activity of gold catalysts, as discussed above, the poor long-term on-stream 
stability of these catalysts has prevented any prospect of commercialisation. One strategy that has been 
explored to enhance the catalyst stability is the introduction of a second supported metal to form a 
bimetallic nanoparticle. There are relatively few examples of bimetallic Au catalysts for the LTS 
reaction, which is surprising given the large number of studies on liquid phase oxidation reactions 
[55–57]. 
The earliest examples of bimetallic gold catalysts for the LTS reaction were by Venugopal et al. 
[58,59]. The authors examined Au/M/Fe2O3 catalysts where M = Ag, Bi, Co, Cu, Mn, Ni, Pb, Ru, Sn, or 
Tl. The catalysts were calcined at 400 °C and many of the bimetallic catalysts tested were reported to 
be more active than the unmodified gold catalyst, with Au–Ru, Au–Ni, and Au–Bi exhibiting the 
highest reaction rates. At 120 °C, the CO conversion of Au–Ru was three times that of Au/Fe2O3. It is 
worth noting that the catalysts were calcined at 400 °C, in contrast to the most active class of gold 
catalysts, which are not generally calcined at such high temperatures, where particle agglomeration 
would be expected. The authors stated that they expect the gold nanoparticles to be greater than 10 
nm, evidenced by TEM and the detection of Au reflections in XRD analysis, which significantly limits 
meaningful comparisons between these catalysts and the most active ones supported on CeO2-based 
supports or MoC. It is interesting, however, that the authors observed an increased thermal stability 
in the Au/Ru/Fe2O3 compared with either of the monometallic catalysts. 
Tsang and co-workers prepared Au/Pd/CeO2 and Au/Pt/CeO2 by co-precipitation and also 
calcined the catalysts at 400 °C [60]. They reported the particle size of the monometallic gold to be 22 
nm. In the bimetallic catalysts, particularly Au/Pt/CeO2, the particle size was smaller and greater 
activity was reported. This investigation did not compare the bimetallic catalysts with the most active 
monometallic gold catalysts, but they would not be expected to be as active, given the large particle 
size. Suo and co-workers later compared a range of Au/M/CeO2 (where M = Ni, Cu, Ag, Pt, or Pd). 
While many of the bimetallic catalysts were less active than Au at 200 and 250 °C, Au/Pt exhibited a 
significant increase in CO conversion. The authors cited the modification of the CeO2 support, which 
contained more oxygen vacancies, and the stabilisation of Auδ+ in the bimetallic catalyst as the reasons 
for the observed activity enhancement. Unfortunately, the particle size distribution was not reported 
and so it is unclear how this varied between the series of catalysts. The reaction mechanism of the 
LTS reaction is known to be highly sensitive to reaction temperature and the composition of the 
reactant gases [61] and so it not known whether the Au/Pt catalysts would be more active than Au at 
lower temperatures (120–150 °C). In fact, in a comparative study between Au and Pt for the LTS 
reaction, Castaño et al. showed that Au was more active than Pt at lower temperatures, whereas Pt 
was more active at higher temperatures [62]. 
Recently, an investigation into Au/Pd catalysts for the LTS reaction was carried out whereby a 
series of different Au/Pd molar ratio nanoparticles were supported on CeZrO4 [63]. An anti-
synergetic relationship was observed whereby many of the bimetallic AuPd catalysts were found to 
be less active than the monometallic Au or Pd counterparts. The origin of the anti-synergy was 
concluded to be based on the increased metal nanoparticle size, which decreased the metal–support 
interface and, therefore, the number of active sites on the catalyst. There was also no enhancement in 
catalyst stability after 16 h on-stream in any of the bimetallic catalysts. Additionally, it has been 
shown that CO preferentially binds to Pd over Au, which could potentially passivate the Au [64,65]. 
These findings are in contrast to an earlier DFT study that predicted Au/Pd catalysts to be highly 
active for the LTS reaction. Saqlain et al. modelled the Pd/Au (100) surface and its efficacy in the LTS 
reaction [66]. According to their calculations, Pd segregation under a CO environment is favoured 
and the subsequent Pd-rich surface can easily activate water and CO, which should result in an active 
catalyst. The discrepancy in the prediction and the experimental data reported is likely a consequence 
of the complex and inhomogeneous nature of prepared catalysts and the specific surface that was 
modelled; the properties of (100) metal surfaces would be expected to be very different from supported 
hemi-spherical or icosahedral nanoparticles that would comprise a typical catalyst prepared by 
deposition–precipitation. 
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Overall, the progress on bimetallic catalysts for the LTS reaction has been limited. In the reports 
that detail synergetic effects of alloying Au, the studies are often not comparable with the most active 
monometallic catalysts. Additionally, there is no evidence that bimetallic catalysts are more stable 
than a monometallic Au catalyst, although this aspect of catalyst performance has often been 
overlooked. The absence of many reports on supported bimetallic LTS catalysts likely reflects the fact 
that the introduction of a secondary metal to Au results in a less active catalyst. 
4. Mechanistic and Fundamental Studies 
Two reaction mechanisms have been proposed for the water–gas shift reaction; namely the redox 
mechanism and the associative mechanism. The redox or regenerative mechanism involves the 
oxidation of CO by O on the surface of the catalyst to form CO2. The support is then re-oxidised by 
H2O and forms H2 as a result [67–69]. This reaction pathway is generally thought to occur at higher 
temperatures [18,69,70] and is thus not relevant to the gold-catalysed LTS reaction. The associative 
mechanism, in contrast, takes into account reaction intermediates, although the actual structure of 
the intermediate is still debated. Two intermediates are commonly proposed as key reaction 
intermediates: carboxyl and formate. Figure 5 illustrates the difference in structure between the two 
intermediates and is not intended as a comprehensive depiction of the reaction pathway. In both 
reaction mechanisms, CO adsorbs the periphery of an Au nanoparticle and H2O dissociates on the 
support, in the case of CeO2-based supports, in an oxygen vacancy. In branch (a), a carboxyl 
intermediate is formed from the addition of OH(ads) to a CO(ads) molecule. This decomposes into CO2, 
leaving two H(ads) species that combine to form H2 and desorb into the gas-phase [68]. In contrast, 
branch (b) proceeds via a formate, which can be formed after the insertion of CO into the O–H bond 
of dissociated water, although it has also been proposed that can be formed via the addition of H to 
CO on the surface of a metal nanoparticle [71]. Subsequently, CO2 is formed after the oxidation of this 
species by another OH(ads) species and, finally, H2 is formed. The formate intermediate is depicted as 
being adsorbed on an Au site, but it can be formed on the catalyst support. 
 
Figure 5. Summary of (a) carboxyl- and (b) formate-mediated reaction mechanisms in the LTS reaction. 
The Au particle and support in the schematic are to indicate the position of surface sites only. 
While there have been many studies that conclude a formate (HCOO) intermediate is significant 
[70,72–74], there have also been reports to the contrary; Meunier and co-workers measured the rate 
of CO2 formation and the rate of formate decomposition and showed that the rates were considerably 
different, suggesting that it was not important in the main reaction pathway [75]. Burch critically 
reviewed the evidence for and against a formate mechanism and concluded that it was only of minor 
importance [61]. It was also noted that the predominant LTS mechanism was highly dependent on 
the experimental conditions used in the study. 
In a discussion of the possible reaction mechanisms of the gold-catalysed WGS reaction, Bond 
[68] noted the similarity between the LTS reaction and formic acid decomposition (FAD). It was 
suggested that both reactions could proceed through the same carboxyl intermediate (–COOH), 
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making FAD a simple test reaction for WGS activity. This hypothesis was based on the similar 
activation energies observed on Au/SiO2 and Au/Al2O3 for both reactions between 100 and 300 °C. 
Other researchers have also identified the similarities between the LTS reaction and FAD. Davis and 
co-workers examined Pt/CeO2 catalysts for both reactions and identified a common intermediate on 
these catalysts: a bidentate formate [76]. A recent study showed that in a series of bimetallic 
AuPd/CeZrO4 catalysts with different Au/Pd ratios, the monometallic Au and Pd catalysts were more 
active than some of the bimetallic AuPd catalysts for LTS, FAD, and CO oxidation [63]. In contrast, 
for benzyl alcohol oxidation, a synergistic relationship was identified whereby the bimetallic catalysts 
were much more active than the monometallic ones. This is shown in Figure 6. The common activity 
trend observed for the LTS, FAD, and CO oxidation suggests that in each reaction, a common active 
site is required and catalysts that are active for either FAD or CO oxidation could also be active for 
the LTS reaction. 
 
Figure 6. Catalytic activity of various AuxPdy/CeZrO4 catalysts for the water−gas shift (●); CO 
oxidation (◆); formic acid decomposition (■); and benzyl alcohol oxidation (▲). Activity 
measurements were recorded after 1 h on stream at 150 °C (2% CO, 2% H2O, 7.5% H2O, 8.1% H2) gas-
hourly space velocity (GSHV) = 52,000 h−1. Reproduced with permission from the authors of [63]. 
Copyright American Chemical Society 2017. 
Burch proposed a universal mechanism, taking into account the evidence for the redox and 
associative mechanism, as well as resolving the conflicting reports in the literature [71]. It was 
recognised that the reaction mechanism is heavily influenced by the reaction conditions and the 
various equilibria that control the stability of formates, carboxylates, or carbonates on the surface. For 
example, at high H2O/CO2 ratios, where surface OH groups dominate, formates would be expected, 
while at low H2O/CO2 ratios, where surface carbonates are prevalent, formate formation would be 
inhibited. This observation no doubt explains some of the discrepancies reported in the literature. 
Many insights into the mechanism of the LTS reaction over Au catalysts have been made through 
studying model catalysts composed of Au on a metal oxide or mixed metal oxide, most notably by 
Rodriguez and co-workers. In addition to conventional metal/oxide systems, they have studied inverse 
systems whereby a metal oxide such as CeOx is supported on an Au substrate. These experiments provide 
an interesting perspective on the role of the metal–support interface. Two reviews of this work have very 
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recently been published and will therefore not be discussed in detail in this review [1,77]. Rodriguez and 
co-workers also studied the reaction mechanism over non-oxidic supports, specifically Au/TiC. Using 
model studies combined with DFT calculations, they reported that Au/TiC is highly active for the 
LTS reaction and calculated that the reaction proceeds via a formate intermediate. However, an 
experimental investigation on this catalyst has not yet been carried out. 
There have been many contributions to understanding LTS chemistry from computational 
researchers. Many of these studies involve the prediction of active catalysts based on DFT calculations 
that predict low energy barriers for certain reaction steps such as water dissociation, which is often 
cited as the rate-determining step [77,78]. Examples of catalysts that have been predicted to be active 
include bimetallic Au–Pd [66] and Au–Cu [79], although the applicability of these studies to 
supported metal catalysts is limited by their negligence of the role of the support in the reaction. 
Recently, Greenley and co-workers demonstrated the importance of the metal–support interface 
in the LTS reaction using a combined DFT, microkinetic, and experimental investigation into 
Au/MgO for the LTS reaction. The calculated energy barrier for water dissociation on Au was very 
high (~2 eV), whereas at the Au/MgO interface, it was essentially zero. Additionally, the reaction 
pathway and intermediates were calculated using an Au nanowire on MgO (100) substrate as the 
model. It was found that the reaction proceeded through a carboxyl intermediate. 
5. Conclusions and Outlook 
This review has described the latest advances in LTS catalysis using gold with an emphasis on 
catalyst stability. The mostly widely studied catalyst is gold supported on ceria or a mixed ceria-
based mixed metal oxide. Although debate continues regarding the predominant deactivation 
mechanism of this catalyst during the reaction, the more important fact remains that all of these 
catalysts lose a significant proportion of their initial activity after a few hours on-stream. This is no 
doubt the result of the nature of the active species: sub-nm clusters and small nanoparticles that are 
intrinsically unstable when conventionally supported on a metal oxide. While interest in gold-
catalysed LTS has remained strong since its initial discovery as an active catalyst, development of a 
commercially viable catalyst has not yet taken place. There are many reports that demonstrate highly 
active catalysts for the LTS reaction, but activity is not the barrier to commercialisation; it is more 
pertinent to develop robust catalysts that can operate for weeks on-stream without significant 
deactivation. While more active catalysts may be able to operate at lower temperatures and 
consequently deactivate more slowly, even the most active catalysts still lose significant activity after 
a few hours on-stream at 120–150 °C. The challenge of stabilising highly active supported Au species 
is compounded by the recent discoveries that the most active species, formed of sub-nm clusters, are 
also likely to be the least stable. It is promising that new and unexpected catalyst systems are 
emerging, such as the application of non-reducible supports, atomically-dispersed gold, and catalyst 
activation using non-thermal plasmas, but there is still much progress needed before this type of 
catalyst could be considered for its practical application. Recent examples of classical SMSI effects on 
supported gold catalysts for other reactions should serve as incentives to investigate such 
nanostructures on reducible oxides in the context of the LTS reaction. 
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